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Website : http://www.edmondquiltguild.us/

May, 2018 President’s Report
What a fun meeting we had in April. I was so impressed with
the sheer number of quilts Vicky Beasley brought to show us
that she has made in the past fifteen years. You can tell she
really loves quilting. So inspirational.
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Do you have your quilt show entries ready. Don’t forget they
are due to Alice Kellogg by the May meeting date. You can
enter up to four quilts this year. The forms are on the web
page under the Quilt show link. The more everyone enters
the better the quilt show will be. We have more than 160
members currently. If everyone enters just one or two it will
be a fabulous show. So get sewing ladies!!!
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We are still looking for one or two individuals to chair the
quilt show committee for 2020. Hopefully we can get a volunteer soon so they will be able to follow Gloria and Sherry
through the last month of the quilt show preparations in order to get some knowledge on how the show is organized.

Kerry

Sandy Gard, Vice President

Hey quilters,
Another wonderful evening at Edmond quilt guild. Vicki Beasley was fabulous and I have
a lot to piece to ever catch up to her.
Now, let’s talk binding. This can truly make or break a quilt. On all critiques sheet from
judges it always states, corners should be 90 degree. Rounded corners should be smoothly
and consistently round. Binding must be filled to the edge with batting. WOW, that is so
NOT easy. So how do we fix our problem? We get to a class, we ask a sewing buddy, we
go to you tube. Whatever it takes. Don’t sell your quilt short. This is a big deal. I have
seen two quilts in the final contention for a blue ribbon and it came down to binding. This
is part three on bumping up your game before our quilt show in August so you have time
to be sure your quilt is at its best for entering. Why settle for second best. Hone your
skills and let your quilt shine.
Happy binding!!!
Sandy

Kim Diehl Tip
When arranging your blocks for
placement into a quilt top, always
position pieces with strong hues
in the corners. This will clearly
define and anchor your quilt center.

2018 Quilting Tomorrow’s Heirlooms Quilt Show
Gloria Kreuer & Sherry Bellack, Chairs

Quilt Show Update
Gloria and I are constantly amazed by the generosity of our members in support of the Quilt Show. I guess you all must value the
wonderful speakers we enjoy! The Quilt Show is our revenue
source to pay for them and we are one of the best. We are making progress on the vendor food project with the donation and
sale of our membership pins and are almost out of the “cool girl”
totes. We will have more available at the guild and the show,
should you decide you want one.
Be thinking about two things: where you want to volunteer for
the show; and who would love to be the next show Chairman and
Co-Chairman. There is a lot of work that has already been done
and documented in the official guide book; making your job so
much easier. Of course, Gloria and I will be available to help you
with any questions you might have.
Get ready for the Artisan Market with your special items, prepare
your quilts for the show and save your bucks for the vendors! Sounds like a plan!
Have a great month sewing.
Gloria Kreuer & Sherry Bellack

Artisans Market News
Sue Esparza & Wendy Wells, Chairs

It's Almost Here!
The Quilt Show is coming! and Fast!
Now is the time for all of us to get our entries ready. The deadline for your paperwork is May 15.
The entry forms are on the website. If you have any trouble finding them or downloading them, call me.
There are three ways to enter:
Enter online by filling out the forms and sending them, plus a picture of
the quilt to my e-mail address. (do not send to the EQG e-mail address)
Enter by snail mail. Send the entries to my home address
Enter at the May meeting. I will be there with a bag to collect entries
at the May 15th meeting.
Alice Kellogg
2805 Old Farm Road
Edmond, OK 73013
wonderland48@cox.net
405-348-2233

2018 EQG Program Calendar—Bonnie Bowman
Vicky Beasley, “The Scrappy Farmer”, gave us quite a treat in April with her tremendous scrap quilt trunk show. I was immediately tempted to go home and cut my entire stash into strips. Maybe in the future…..
Here’s what’s coming up in the next few months!
May - Joe Cunningham, better known as “Joe the Quilter” will entertain, inspire and
instruct us by first engaging us in a workshop “Rock The Block” from 9:00 to 4:00.
Cost of the workshop is $50 ($60 for non-members). The workshop will be followed
by a trunk show of his work and his lecture titled “My Life in Quilts” which will also
include some musical surprises.
ROCK THE BLOCK, Album Style (Workshop)
How can a quilt that looks so complex be so simple? It is how I rock the block with a
simple process that leads to unavoidable originality. You can’t help it. Fun, easy, and
yet deeply satisfying and eye-opening, this class will have you inventing your own
ways to make block quilts all your own. 6 Hours. All Levels
Supplies:
This is a machine sewing class, for which you will need standard machine sewing
equipment:
Extension cord, pins and etc.
Rotary cutter, mat and rulers, including 6 1/2” square ruler
•
1 yard each of four fabrics
•
Optional: 2 or 3 packs bias tape with matching thread
Workshop will begin at 9:00 a.m. and end at 4:00 p.m. with a lunch break.
June - No Meeting
July - Member Showcase - Martha Spark was previously scheduled to present her
“Quilt Documentation” lecture in February, but due to bad weather, was rescheduled to appear in July. She is a member of both EQG and MOKA and will present a slide lecture on how to complete documentation on your own quilts by illustrating with antique quilts from her own collection. Along with this wonderful
presentation, Martha will be interjecting stories about her own quilt journey.

August - Lisa Erlandson of LE Quilts will offer a lecture titled “Thanks Eli, Isaac and
Tom”. It’s a fast paced look at the 19th century in the United States. Quiltmakers
did not live in a vacuum and the improvements and inventions developed during the
19th century influenced everything from thread to fabric colors to how much time
women had to create. Lisa will be showing us quilts from the early 1800’s through
the turn of the 20th century during this program.
Workshop - “Quilt History: From Fabric to Quilt, From then to Now” $35.00 ($45
non-member) 6 hours. A look at fabrics and quilts from the early 1800s to the
1940s. Learn to recognize colors, techniques and quilting styles that will help you to
place fabrics and quilts in the right time period. Emphasis in this class will be on
seeing and touching the fabrics, quilt blocks, tops and quilts. This will be a handson approach to studying quilt history. Cameras are welcome. Booklet will be provided with a breakdown of colors, fabrics, technology and styles. Skill level:
all. Supplies: Note taking materials, pencils only. Cameras are welcome. Workshop
begins at 9:00 and ends at 4:00 with a lunch break.
September Program - Shannon Brinkley “Scrappy Appliqué” Trunk Show
Workshop - Scrappy Appliqué Menagerie
October Program - Studio Art Quilt Association - Presentation regarding the organization. Cindy Parry and Cindy Rendzel will be sharing a rare opportunity to see about
50 pieces of the members’ art.
November—
Program - Tentative - Meg Callahan of M Callahan Studio, a native Edmond
Quilt Artist and designer will discuss her art and show examples of her work.
December Program - EQG Christmas Celebration

Please review the EQG Workshop Guidelines on the EQG Links webpage and on page 4 of this newsletter prior to signing up for a workshop.
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Loving Touch
Marsha Bennett and Peggy Mayer, Co-Chairs

Ladies
This month Loving Touch has been extremely busy with donation
quilts. I delivered 30 quilts the first part of the month to the Police
Department, Fire Department, Integris Edmond and Hope. Integris requested that if there are any of you that like to crochet or knit, please
make some infant hats. All of the businesses were absolutely blown
away at the quality of the quilts and couldn’t say enough at how
pretty they were. There are about as many more donation quilts needed to be bound or tags that are being finished by ladies in the guild. I
will distribute them as soon as I receive them back.
Thank you to all of you that give your time so unselfishly to make the
Loving Touch program succeed.
Again thanks to all of you.
Marsha and Peggy.

Correction
As I am preparing for the upcoming quilt show, I noticed that the description for Mixed
Category is incorrect. A Mixed quilt is TWO or more techniques used in the same quilt.
For example: the blocks are pieced and the border is appliqued, or the blocks are embroidered and the border/sashing are pieced. I am sorry for any confusion this might
have caused.
Alice

Atta Girl
Need to get out of town for the afternoon? Cherrie Hampton has a couple of
pieces in the fiber art show at the Modella Art Gallery in Stillwater. The show
starts May 10 and runs thru June 30.
Way to go, Cherrie for being selected.
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Tuck A Buck!
At the September meeting, Sherry
introduced members to the “Tuck a
Buck” program. This is like a savings

account with a different approach!
The idea is two-fold: 1) we support
our vendors at the quilt show and
2) we get to enjoy spending the money
on quilting without feeling guilty!
So Tuck a Buck each day, week, or
better yet, reward yourself each time

you finish a project.

New Quilting Group(s)
As our quilt guild continues to grow, new members may find that they would like to join or
start a sewing/quilting group. These groups become quilt instructors, supporters, and BFFs!
If you are interested, please read this document written by our own Alice Kellogg on what to
consider when starting a group. If you have any questions, please contact one of the board
members or Sherry Bellack.
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Quilt Shop Updates
Owl & Drum has moved to a new location in Tulsa. Their new address is The Studios at Retro Den, 1216
S. Harvard Ave., Tulsa. The Studios offer shopping appointments, pop-up shops, and sewing events. In addition to their modern quilting fabric, Owl & Drum carries
100% organic cottons. Their web site is
www.owlanddrum.com.
Vintage Sewing Center and Museum is now open. They
are located at 5528 S. Peoria Tulsa, OK. Please call for
hours and days of operation at 918-280-0161.

Don’t forget to look for EQG Blossoms worn by visitors at our quilt
guild meetings. When you spot a
blossom, please take the opportunity
to introduce yourself to this visitor
and welcome them to the quilt guild.

K’s Studio in Yukon has closed.
Gypsy Moon in Broken Arrow is closed.

Extra Special Fabrics in Guthrie is trying to sell the
shop. The owner Laurah is unable to work, and a relative
is trying to keep the store open. Extra Special Fabrics is
located at 117 W. Oklahoma Avenue, Guthrie, OK.
Cotton Cottage of Claremore is moving. Their new address will be 23000 S. Hwy 88 Claremore, OK. They are
hoping to be in their new location by mid-May.

Sooner Quilts
Quilting Supplies & Custom Longarm Quilting
JANOME

Michelle Schroeder
7821 S Sooner Rd
Guthrie, OK 73044

405.282.2070
www.SoonerQuilts.com

